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The United States fought the Second World War against ruthless and implacable enemies who 

had to be defeated and deserved to be defeated. Franklin D. Roosevelt felt just as did his countrymen 

when he condemned the Japanese attacks of December 7, 1941, as dastardly and infamous, and later, 

as victory approached, when he wrote, with reference to Germany, of retribution. During the war the 

American people united against those enemies in a measure greater than they united for any other 

wartime or postwar purpose. That unity was never complete. Periodic exhortations to refresh it drew, 

as one cabinet officer put it, on "nothing inspirational," nothing "Wilsonian. " Rather, the American 

people responded to their visceral hatreds. Wartime intensification of emotions on the home front in 

their impact at home ordinarily whetted rather than dampened antecedent divisions within American 

culture and society. In their ethnic rivalries, class conflict and political partisanship, Americans 

continually united against each other. To be sure, Churchill was right for Americans, too; war did 

demand blood and sweat and tears. Obviously in battle but also at home, the tribulations of war again 

and again called forth courage, sacrifice and selflessness. But war did not alter the human condition, 

and among Americans, as among other peoples, the war at once aroused and revealed the dark, the 

naked and shivering nature of man.     

Commercial radio, in the observation of one analyst in 1942, ordinarily provided a twisted 

treatment of military news. "The war," he wrote, "was handled as if it were a Big Ten football game, 

and we were hysterical spectators." He should not have been surprised. All social units, nations 

included, ordinarily achieved cohesion largely by identifying a common enemy against whom all their 

members could unite. Sensitive to that phenomenon, Franklin D. Roosevelt, while an undergraduate at 

Harvard, had attempted to whip up school spirit for the Yale game. In the Ivy League as well as the 

Big Ten, the cohesion of each university community had long reached a peak during the annual contest 

with a traditional rival, a peak in which a sense of common identity in a common cause imbued not 

undergraduates only but also alumni and even faculty, dedicated though the last constituency 

theoretically was to an unemotional pursuit of truth.     

Within the federal government, during the period before American entry into the war, the 

Office of Facts and Figures (OFF) had a large responsibility for achieving a similar national unity. In 

that time, Americans were divided about the war. A significant majority came to believe in helping to 

supply the victims of Axis aggression, but a considerable minority opposed that policy as needlessly 

inviting direct involvement in the war itself. The head of OFF, the talented poet and Librarian of 

Congress, Archibald MacLeish, attempted initially to let the facts tell the necessary story. That tactic 

failed. Several eminent authorities about public opinion advised, as one of them put it, that the agency 

would have to employ "a large element of fake," the proven technique of American advertising. 

MacLeish continued to hope that the splendid goals embodied in the Atlantic Charter, from which he 

drew inspiration, would also inspire the public. After Pearl Harbor, that hope, already fading, 

surrendered to the banalities and hoopla of commercial practice. The resulting propaganda struck some 

veterans of Madison Avenue as unpersuasive. One of them called openly for a propaganda of hate. 

MacLeish balked. He stood, he declared, in accordance with the Christian doctrine of hating sin but 

forgiving the sinner, not for hatred of the enemy but for hatred of evil. That laudable distinction made 

few converts, and soon MacLeish resigned.     

MacLeish had overlooked a different distinction, one made by Walter Lippmann in his classic 

study of 1922, Public Opinion, a book hewn by its author's experience with propaganda during the 



First World War. An understanding of "the furies of war and politics," Lippmann wrote, depended 

upon the recognition that "almost the whole of each party believes absolutely in its picture of the 

opposition, that it takes as fact, not what is, but what is supposed to be fact." Indeed the adjustment of 

people to the environment in which they lived occurred "through the medium of fictions." The product 

of both acculturation and manipulation, those fictions served as facts, albeit counterfeit facts, and 

determined a large part of behavior.     

No counterfeit was required to bring together for a time the factions which for two years had 

confronted each other about the question of whether the United States should go to war. The Japanese 

attack on Pearl Harbor ended that debate, as did the ensuing declarations of war on the United States 

by Germany and Italy. "The suddenness of the . . . attack," in the words of Isaiah Berlin, the British 

official in Washington charged with informing the Foreign Office about American conditions, ". . . 

came as a great shock to the nation. . . . The immediate effect has been to make the country completely 

united in its determination to fight Japan to the end. . . ." Formerly dissident elements, he added a week 

later, recognized that the country was "in the war for good or ill, and that all should unite their efforts 

to bring about the defeat of the totalitarian powers. It is also gradually felt that Hitler is the ultimate 

enemy. . . ." Those were sound analyses, but as the initial trauma of the Japanese attack subsided, 

Americans at home yielded to habitual sentiments. In the United States the same observer later 

recalled, "political and economic life to a considerable degree continued as before, and some of the 

pressures and internecine feuds between individuals and blocs, inherited from the New Deal and even 

earlier times, continued." In the spring of 1942 surveys indicated that some seventeen million 

Americans ''in one way or another'' opposed the prosecution of the war. That summer, after a series of 

American defeats in the Pacific, public morale sagged. It would turn around, Isaiah Berlin predicted, 

only with the broad engagement of American troops in the fighting.     

That forecast contained a telling insight. As Gordon Allport, a master of the study of prejudice, 

later demonstrated, "the presence of a threatening common enemy" cemented the loyalties of 

aggregates of people. There was to be no attack on the United States, but when American troops in 

large numbers did meet the enemy, they united against their foe with less need for artificial stimulation 

than was the case with their countrymen at home.     

Whether or not there were atheists in American foxholes, there were few men in combat in any 

of the services who did not know danger and fear and a resulting hatred. Bill Mauldin, writing in Italy 

during the long campaign there, spoke to the essential condition of every front: "I read someplace that 

the American boy is not capable of hate ... but you can't have friends killed without hating the men 

who did it. . . . When our guys cringe under an SS barrage, you don't hear them say 'Those dirty Nazis.' 

You hear them say, 'Those goddam Krauts.' " So also were the expletives about the Japanese of the 

crews in P.T. boats in the Solomons, or the Marines on Iwo, or the airmen over New Guinea.     

The common cause each combat unit joined owed much to the shared danger of a group of men 

fighting side by side. As Ernie Pyle noted about the air corps, "Basically it can be said that everything 

depended on teamwork. Sticking with the team and playing it all together was the only guarantee of 

safety for everybody." In that respect the aviators were no different from the doggies. The G.I. fought 

at once against the enemy and for his buddies. Robert Sherrod phrased it well: "The Marines . . didn't 

know what to believe in . . . except the Marine Corps. The Marines fought . . on esprit de corps." The 

services deliberately inculcated a sense of unit-of platoon and company, of ship and task group, of pilot 

and crew and squadron. Training exercises in themselves required a quick responsiveness and 

spontaneous cooperation that fostered a needed togetherness. But danger provided the strongest 

cement.     

In the backwater of the fighting, behind the lines, esprit was therefore harder to sustain. Like 

the marines, most soldiers and sailors had little awareness of the Four Freedoms. They were young 

Americans prepared to defend their country but eager to get it over with and go home. For the supply 

service in the China-Burma-India theater or the garrison in Greenland, the enemy was far away. They 



found substitutes in their hatred of the natives, or the heat or cold or dirt, or the inescapable 

unfamiliarity of their stations. John Home Burns described that phenomenon as it affected G.I.'s in 

Naples, Italy, J.D. Salinger as it operated on Attu. In the tragicomic novel, Mr. Roberts, the men of a 

ship assigned to dull errands in the South Pacific expressed their cohesion in their common detestation 

of their irascible captain. The officer hero of the novel, who understood the crew, deliberately defied 

the captain before obtaining the release he wanted, assignment to a combat ship, on which he later was 

killed. The fiction was rooted in fact, in the coming together of real crews or platoons far from danger 

in their dislike, sometimes persecution, of a tough drill sergeant or C.O., or of an outsider in their 

ranks, a teetotaler or a socialist, a black or Hispanic or Jew.     

American civilians behaved in much the same way. Few doubted that the war had to be won or 

that they should do their part in contributing to victory. But that commitment often flagged as 

individuals, impatient for the fruits of victory, shopped in the black markets for consumer goods the 

government was rationing. Others, tense because of the absence of a husband or brother, or because of 

long hours on the job or long lines awaiting cigarettes, spent that tension by blaming neighbors or 

politicians or even phantoms whom they had never liked. But civilian morale was much sustained in a 

vicarious battle, a hatred of the enemy informed, not without cause, by the malign characteristics 

attributed to the Germans and Japanese. American civilians characteristically described the Germans as 

warlike and cruel, though also misled and probably amenable to postwar cooperation. American 

racism, spurred perhaps by Japanese fanaticism in the field, produced a more negative picture of the 

Japanese, who were usually viewed as treacherous, sly and fierce, and probably a poor risk for postwar 

friendship.     

Those attributions of generalized national characteristics, those counterfeit facts, emerged, as in 

all wars, both from prior prejudice and from current propaganda, public and private. So it was that 

American blacks harbored less animosity toward Asians than did American whites. Yet even whites 

during the war had a benign opinion of the Chinese, the nation's allies, though few Americans could 

easily differentiate on sight among different Asian peoples. Indeed at other times, earlier and later, as 

one authoritative study showed, the American image of the Chinese alternated between the villainous 

figure of Fu Man Chu and the amiable symbol of Charlie Chan. Time magazine endeavored to help its 

readers tell friend from foe. The Japanese, the journal asserted, with no basis in fact, were hairier than 

the Chinese; "the Chinese expression is likely to be more placid, kindly, open; the Japanese more 

positive, dogmatic, arrogant. . . . The Japanese are hesitant, nervous in conversation, laugh loudly at 

the wrong time. Japanese walk stiffly erect . . Chinese more relaxed . . . sometimes shuffle." Comic 

strips drew a similar picture, and even the War Production Board called for the extermination of the 

Japanese as rats. As did the Germans with the Jews, so did Americans with the Japanese, and to a 

lesser extent the Germans, enhance their own sense of unity by hating an outside group to which, in 

each case, they applied stereotypes sustained, as Allport wrote, "by selective perception and selective 

forgetting."     

Though officially the federal government did not consider the United States a party to a racial 

war or a war of hatred and revenge, official rhetoric sometimes conveyed those feelings. The 

responsible spokesmen were genuinely angry and more, gravely concerned about spurring civilian 

participation in wartime programs. So it was that the Treasury Department, adopting a tactic which its 

analysts recommended after extensive study, endorsed advertisements for war savings bonds that 

depicted the Japanese as "ungodly, subhuman, beastly, sneaky, and treacherous," in one case as 

"murderous little ape men."     

So, too, the War Department in its preparations for the trials at Nuremberg pursued retribution 

at a large cost to Anglo-American law. The attorneys who worked out the trial procedures proposed 

from the first to charge the Nazi government, party and agencies with "conspiracy to commit murder, 

terrorism, and the destruction of peaceful populations in violation of the laws of war." The conviction 

of individual Nazi leaders would implicate Nazi organizations that had furthered the conspiracy, and 



lesser German officials would then be convicted in turn if they had been associated with those 

agencies. That proposal, with its presumption of guilt by association, ran directly counter to the Anglo-

American tradition of presuming innocence until guilt was proved. No such thing existed, moreover, as 

an “international crime of conspiracy to dominate by acts violative of the rules of war." Indeed 

conspiracy law had no place at all in European practice. Recourse to the conspiracy doctrine made the 

Germans targets of an ex post facto proceeding, even a bill of attainder of a kind. The British Lord 

Chancellor, unlike the American Secretary of War, preferred to hew to the "Napoleonic precedent" 

which called for political rather than judicial action to resolve what was essentially a political rather 

than a legal problem. But the Americans prevailed even though, as one critic later wrote, "the whole of 

the war-crimes policy planning was shot through with excess . . combined with . . . overmoralizing." 

Those were precisely the qualities that marked wartime American reportage, fiction, propaganda and 

public opinion about the Germans.     

Those qualities also characterized the language and behavior of various groups within 

American society which, throughout the war, united against each other with venom and occasional 

ferocity. Like troops behind the lines, they found familiar targets close at hand for antagonisms that 

predated the war but drew new force, often with official sanction or indifference, from wartime 

developments. In the name of wartime necessity, racial prejudice sparked the most blatant official 

violation (except for chattel slavery) of civil liberties in American history- the confinement of Japanese 

Americans, American citizens as well as immigrants, in barren camps in the interior western states. 

            The Japanese Americans, of whom the overwhelming majority were loyal to the United States, 

were innocent of any proven crime, but after the attack on Pearl Harbor, anti-Japanese sentiment, 

especially on the west coast, reached hysterical proportions. Within weeks the noxious counterfeits of 

the Native Sons and Daughters of the Golden West had become official doctrine. The congressional 

delegations from the Pacific slope and the Attorney General of California demanded the evacuation of 

the Japanese Americans from the area, with internment the predictable sequential step. Gen. John L. 

DeWitt, commanding general there, announced that a "Jap is a Jap. . . . It makes no difference whether 

he is an American citizen or not." Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson backed DeWitt. The "racial 

characteristics" of the Japanese, he held, bound them to an enemy nation and required their evacuation. 

The Attorney General of the United States, after some hesitation, supported Stimson, as also 

vigorously did President Roosevelt. Almost universally the American press endorsed the policy. The 

head of the War Relocation Authority, charged with administering the internment camps, attributed a 

few, rare protests to "liberals and kind-hearted people" who did not understand wartime necessity. 

            That argument proved barren after the war when returning Japanese American veterans met 

open hostility in Washington state and California. The whole policy disregarded the experience of 

Hawaii where Japanese Americans, too numerous to be incarcerated, remained, with insignificant 

exceptions, exemplary citizens throughout the war. Yet even the Supreme Court in the Hirabeyashi 

case upheld the constitutionality of the evacuation on the ground that "residents having ethnic 

affiliations with an invading enemy may be a greater source of danger than those of different ancestry," 

though neither German nor Italian Americans were locked up. Two later wartime cases resulted in only 

inadequate modifications of the ruling, which was effectively overturned only many years later. The 

court's record, its disregard for the wholesale deprivation of liberty without due process of law, 

provoked just one contemporary rebuke from a distinguished member of the bar, the stinging retort of 

Eugene V. Rostow. The treatment of the Japanese Americans, he wrote in 1945, "was in no way 

required or justified by the circumstances. . . . It was calculated to produce individual injustice and 

deep-seated maladjustments . . (It violated every democratic social value, yet has been approved by the 

Congress, the President and the Supreme Court.)"     

The attack on Pearl Harbor afforded a partial explanation for the persecution of the Japanese 

Americans but not for its counterpart, the "truculent anti-Negro statements" that "stimulated racial 

feeling," as Isaiah Berlin observed, in the South and in northern cities. He also reported a less but 



growing anti-Semitism and mounting hostility, not least among servicemen, toward Hispanic 

Americans. The movement of blacks into industrial areas to find employment in war industries, the 

shortage of housing, schooling and recreational facilities in those places, the resulting rivalry of whites 

and blacks for various kinds of space, those and other wartime conditions intensified historic 

prejudices and, just as Allport postulated, sparked episodes of violence. Major race riots occurred in 

Mobile, Alabama, in Los Angeles (where the victims were largely Chicanos), in Harlem and, most 

destructively, in Detroit. The motor city, as a Justice Department investigation disclosed in 1943, was a 

"swashbuckling community. . . . Negro equality . . . an issue which . . . very considerable segments of 

the white community" resisted. Among whites and blacks, truculence was growing. There had been 

open conflict in 1942 between Polish Americans and blacks over access to a new federal housing 

project. There followed sporadic episodes of fighting, often involving alienated teenagers. In the deep 

heat of a June weekend in 1943 a clash between blacks and whites in a park escalated into a riot that 

for two days rocked the city where thirty-four people, mostly blacks, were killed. Federal troops, 

summoned by the Michigan governor, restored a superficial quiet, but blacks and whites remained 

united in their suspicions of each other.    

 Predictably the press in Mississippi blamed the riot on the insolence of Detroit's blacks and on 

Eleanor Roosevelt for proclaiming and practicing social equality. The NAACP pleaded for a statement 

from the President to arouse opinion against "deliberately plotted attacks." Roosevelt did condemn 

mob violence in any form, but he ducked the racial issue as he did generally during the war.     

Those developments conformed to the pattern of that issue in that period. The South opposed 

any threat to segregation. The presumed threats arose from the continued efforts of American blacks, 

during a war directed in part against Nazi racism, to fight racism at home too. The federal government 

moved reluctantly, when it moved at all, under political pressure from black leaders. Only the 

imminence of a protest march on Washington persuaded the President to establish the Fair 

Employment Practices Commission, which thereafter made small and erratic progress toward its 

assigned goal. Blacks did obtain jobs in war industry but less because of federal action than because of 

a shortage of workers, and then usually in semi-skilled positions and as members of pro forma 

affiliates of segregated labor unions. Worse, no protest succeeded in stirring the armed forces to 

desegregate the services. Secretary of War Stimson supported segregation, as did Army Chief of Staff 

George C. Marshall, partly because they would not, in Stimson's words, use the army in wartime as a 

"sociological laboratory." But Stimson also believed that blacks lacked courage, mechanical aptitude, 

and the capacity for leadership. Consequently, though Roosevelt now and then scolded the army, black 

troops served primarily under white officers and in service of supply assignments. There were token 

exceptions, such as a black fighter squadron, as also within the navy, where almost all blacks 

performed menial duties. Those policies gave the lie to the government propaganda showing happy 

black workers at lathes in model factories or contented black soldiers poised for combat. The persisting 

inequality and humiliation of blacks impelled their leaders to unite their fellows, along with some 

sympathetic whites, against bigotry and official indifference. The war years saw the founding of CORE 

and the first modern freedom rides and sit-ins, some of them successful, all portentous, all fraught with 

interracial tension.     

Like ethnic animosities, class conflict persisted during the war. In his reports about American 

morale, Berlin referred most often to industrial unrest. "Anti-labour feeling," he observed in November 

1942, "has risen to a considerable height. Public indignation at . . . strikes in war industries . . . 

comparisons between industrial workers' wages and those of soldiers and farmers, all continually 

whipped up by predominantly Republican and anti-labour press." In June 1943 he noted a "rising tide 

of anti-labour feeling among armed services . . ." stationed within the country. Several months later, as 

he wrote, that feeling reached the top when Gen. Marshall, during an off-the-record press conference, 

"struck the table and said with genuine anger that the behavior of the labour leaders . . . might easily 

prolong the war at a vast cost in . . . blood and treasure." That outburst was not typical of Marshall, 



though the opinion may have been, as it surely was among almost all business managers, most 

Republicans and conservative Democrats, and many senior officials in the federal bureaus and 

agencies responsible for the conduct of the war, particularly those involved in production, manpower, 

and wage and price control. Their biases led them to exaggerate the satisfactions of working men and 

women and to resist and overestimate the power of the unions.     

The wartime growth of the economy did carry with it significant gains for industrial workers. 

Demand for labor pulled into the factories previously ostracized blacks, displaced rural workers, and 

unprecedented numbers of women. Real wages rose, full employment at last returned, and government 

fiscal policy under those conditions effected a considerable redistribution of income downwards. The 

War Labor Board's adoption of its "maintenance of membership" policy assured a substantial growth in 

the unions. But workers nevertheless continually expressed their legitimate discontent. Only a part of 

rising wages reached weekly pay envelopes which were reduced by deductions for union dues, an 

unaccustomed charge for the recently unemployed; for the federal government tax, for the first time 

collected on a pay-as-you-go basis; and for war bonds, which social pressure induced almost everyone 

to purchase. In crowded industrial cities even rising wages could buy only squalid housing. Rationing 

limited the availability of choice foods. "To the workers it's a Tantalus situation," a Fortune reporter 

observed, "the luscious fruits of prosperity above their heads- receding as they try to pick them." Other 

frustrations characterized the workplace- the unfamiliar discipline of the assembly line, inequities in 

job classifications and, especially for women, in pay and in the extra burdens of domesticity. The 

resulting anxieties and alienation took the form of recurrent absenteeism, particularly among women, 

and of wildcat strikes, particularly in the automobile, steel and railroad industries. Yet those activities 

seemed like sabotage to business managers and harassed federal officials, few of whom had ever 

known the daily burdens of industrial life.    

That imperception, a manifestation of both a cultural difference and a latent hostility between 

social classes, informed angry editorials, provoked military table-pounding, and fostered repeated 

demands within Congress, among middle-class voters, and ironically, among communists in the labor 

movement to discipline or to punish or even to conscript striking workers. Often labor union leaders 

were the objects of that animosity, though the workers in the troubled industries were usually more 

restless than were their representatives. Indeed, almost all the leaders had made a no-strike pledge in 

return for the maintenance of membership policy, and they had thereafter continually to strive to 

restrain the workers while they negotiated with responsible federal officers for increased wages to 

match the rising cost of living. In that mediating role they confronted the growing power within 

government of captains of industry and finance who had been brought to Washington to staff the war 

agencies and the Navy and War Departments. Among those recruits labor had few friends.     

In the circumstances, most labor leaders moved with caution but not John L. Lewis, the head of 

the United Mine Workers (UMW), whose militancy made him the despised symbol of establishment 

hostility. Lewis had never believed in the no strike pledge, disliked the President, and did not trust the 

government to effect a significant melioration of the still wretched conditions of work in the mines. 

Yet Lewis was no radical. He remained committed to business unionism, to the traditional objectives 

of collective bargaining. At least one cabinet member, Harold Ickes, who had a special responsibility 

for fuel, understood as much. Lewis seemed radical because his wartime tactics, often clumsy and 

usually strident, appeared to his opponents and were made to appear to most Americans, to be 

unpatriotic and unreasonable.    

During 1942 and 1943 Lewis orchestrated a series of strikes and wildcat strikes to advance his 

purpose, the unionization of all mine fields and the improvement of wages, benefits, and safety 

conditions. In considerable measure he succeeded. But his ventures, colliding with the intransigence of 

the mine owners, did threaten necessary coal supplies for industry and therefore inspired a temporary 

government takeover of the mines. They also made Lewis and the UMW the undesignated but 

identifiable targets of the Smith-Connally bill which Congress passed in 1943. Roosevelt vetoed the 



measure because he recognized its ineffectuality, but immediately Congress overrode the veto. 

Essentially useless as a device to impose industrial stability, the act increased the President's power to 

seize plants in war industries, made it a crime to encourage strikes in those plants, and outlawed union 

contributions to political campaigns, long an objective of Republicans and conservative Democrats. Its 

political influence challenged, organized labor could take no solace in Roosevelt's veto message which 

recommended drafting workers who took part in strikes in plants in the possession of the government. 

In 1944, prodded by the War Department, the President went further and urged a national service law 

which, he said, would prevent strikes. Though Congress did not approve that expedient, Roosevelt's 

recourse to it revealed how little influence labor any longer had in Washington. Lewis had united his 

miners against the owners, but in the process, he galvanized opinion at home and among servicemen 

against himself. The actual and the emotional imperatives of war produced a retaliation potentially 

damaging to the entire labor movement.     

The leadership of the CIO, eager to retrieve their losses, had no one to turn to but the President 

who still stood in 1944 for most of the causes they embraced. The Republicans, in contrast, had a long 

record of hostility to unions and to progressive measures. Denied the ability to contribute union funds 

to the Democrats, Sidney Hiliman and his associates formed the Political Action Committee to raise 

money from workers and their liberal friends and to get out the vote. Even so, the influence they 

exerted was too small to effect the renomination of their most outspoken champion in Washington, 

Vice President Henry A. Wallace. Indeed, the class and ethnic enmities of the war years underlay the 

rejection by the Democrats of Wallace and by the Republicans of Wendell Willkie, his counterpart 

within the GOP. Both men had attacked business management for its narrowness of vision; both 

endorsed the aspirations of American blacks.     

Divisive issues affected politics throughout the war years. A coalition of Republicans and 

southern Democrats rolled back the New Deal, opposed progressive taxation, forced Roosevelt to 

move to the right. Those developments had begun before the war and might well have occurred 

without it. But politics was never adjourned; political rhetoric was, as ever, intemperate; and both 

parties stooped to a contentious meanness during the campaign of 1944. Governor Thomas E. Dewey 

of New York, the Republican nominee, exercised a patriotic generosity in excluding from his 

campaign any reference to MAGIC, the American compromise of Japanese codes which, had he 

chosen to mention it, would have assisted the enemy and raised with refreshed force the question of the 

Administration's culpability for the surprise at Pearl Harbor. Dewey also kept foreign policy out of the 

campaign in order to avoid premature controversy about the structure of the peace. Nevertheless, the 

Democrats gave him no quarter; identified him, in spite of his record as governor, with the 

reactionaries in his party; mocked him for his small physique and little moustache. Early and late, the 

Republicans, including Dewey, identified the Democrats, often openly, with communism and 

employed anti-Semitic innuendoes to attack Hulman and through him, Roosevelt. Meanness often 

emerged in national campaigns. In 1944 the form it took again reflected class and ethnic issues.     

           The war did not create those issues but neither did it subdue them. In one sense, the remoteness 

of the battle fronts permitted the expressions of divisiveness that might otherwise have militated 

against victory. In a larger sense, Americans behaved much as they always had and in a manner not 

markedly different from other peoples, even those exposed to immediate danger and defeat. Social and 

political factionalism crippled Italy and France where outright treason, as in Norway and the 

Netherlands, contributed to German victories. Even in Germany, apart from the victims of genocide, 

hundreds of decent men and women spent the war in concentration camps, dozens in clandestine 

subversion, and a group of disenchanted officers, good soldiers all, attempted to assassinate Hitler. In 

Great Britain the government interned German Jews, civilians grumbled far more than official 

propaganda admitted, and the Labour Party prepared to win the political triumph it enjoyed before the 

end of hostilities against Japan. The Soviet state imprisoned or killed many ethnic Germans and 

dissident Ukranians, systematically murdered Polish soldiers who were allies but not communists, and 



stood aside while the Germans demolished the resistance in Warsaw. Thousands of Chinese 

collaborated with the Japanese, more thousands engaged in civil war, and factionalism vitiated the 

Kuomintang.     

In every warring nation, whatever the degree of its unity against the enemy, men and women 

also united against their fellows, often with the ferocity of prejudice and hatred. In their dealings with 

each other, Americans at home exhibited a moderation at least equivalent to that of any other peoples. 

No inherent superiority of the national soul accounted for the difference. Rather, the intensity of 

internal strife within the belligerent nations correlated strongly with the proximity of attack, invasion 

and occupation. Defeat, or the close prospect of defeat, excited a search for scapegoats or a scramble 

for survival of an intensity Americans were spared. In the years after the war, when Americans first 

came to recognize their national vulnerability to devastating attack, they united against each other 

much in the patterns of the war years but more savagely and with more lasting damage. Then, as 

during the war and at other times, the city on the hill, to the sorrow of some of its residents, did not rise 

much above the plain. 

 

 

Note:  John M. Blum, V Was For Victory (New York, 1976). This essay is based so heavily on that 
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